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Abstract
The interpretation of implications as rules motivates a different left-introduction
schema for implication in the sequent calculus, which is conceptually more basic
than the implication-left schema proposed by Gentzen. Corresponding to results
obtained for systems with higher-level rules, it enjoys the subformula property
and cut elimination in a weak form.

The introduction schema for implication on the left side of the turnstile in Gentzen’s
sequent calculus for intuitionistic logic runs as follows:
(→ L)

Γ ⊢ A ∆, B ⊢ C
Γ, ∆, A → B ⊢ C .

With all other logical inference schemata it shares (among others) the following two
properties:
(I) The schema contains exactly one connective.
(II) The connective occurs only in the conclusion of the schema, i.e. below the inference line, and there exactly once.
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(III) In the conclusion of the schema, i.e., below the inference line, each formula variable representing an argument of the connective1 occurs exactly once.
According to property (I) it is not possible to introduce two connectives simultaneously, according to property (II) a connective cannot be introduced simultaneously at
different positions in a sequent, and according to property (III) a connective is introduced together with its arguments into a (structural) context, which is completely
independent of these arguments.
The sequent calculus for intuitionistic propositional logic2 based on this schema,
in the following called SC, enjoys cut elimination and therefore has the subformula
property. A similar result can be obtained for a whole range of logical systems if one
just requires certain properties of logical inference schemata to hold including (I) - (III)
(see, e.g., [3]).
As an alternative to (→ L), we consider the following left-introduction schema for
implication:
(→ L)◦

Γ⊢A
Γ, A → B ⊢ B .

Obviously, this schema satisfies properties (I) and (II), but not (III), as the schematic
letter B occurs twice in its conclusion, both as an argument of → on the left side of
the turnstile, and independently of → on its right side.
It can easily be seen that the schemata (→ L)◦ and (→ L) are equivalent in the sense
that, given the premisses of (→ L), we can infer its conclusion by means of (→ L)◦ , and
conversely, given the premiss of (→ L)◦ , we can infer its conclusion by means of (→ L).
(Note that we compare (→ L)◦ and (→ L) as schemata, not as concrete instances.) To
derive (→ L) from (→ L)◦ we must use cut. To derive (→ L)◦ from (→ L) cut is not
needed.
The calculus based on (→ L)◦ , in the following called SC◦ , lacks the cut elimination
property, as the following example demonstrates:
A⊢A
(∧ L) B ⊢ B
(→ L)◦
A, A → B∧C ⊢ B∧C
B∧C ⊢ B
(Cut)
A, A → B∧C ⊢ B
.

(1)

As there is no inference schema apart from cut that allows one to generate
A, A → B∧C ⊢ B (if A, B and C are atomic and different), this application of cut
cannot be avoided.
1

In (→ L), these variables are A and B, but not C (which is a variable for a formula used ‘structurally’ or ‘parametrically’, but not as a argument of the connective introduced, similarly to the
variables Γ and ∆, which stand for sets, multisets, or lists).
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More precisely, positive or minimal logic, as we do not discuss the handling of negation and/or
absurdity.
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However, SC◦ still enjoys cut elimination in a weak form and, as a corollary of that,
the subformula principle. More precisely, (1) exemplifies the only situation, in which
cut fails.
Weak cut elimination for SC◦ :
Every derivation in SC◦ (with cut) can be transformed into a derivation, in which cut
occurs only in the situation, where its left premiss is the conclusion of (→ L)◦ , i.e., in
the following situation:
..
..
.
.
(→ L)
Γ ⊢ A ∆, A ⊢ C
(Cut)
Γ, ∆ ⊢ C
.
◦

(2)

We can even assume that the right premiss ∆, A ⊢ C is either itself a conclusion of an
inference figure of form (2), or results from introducing the cut formula A in the last
step by means of an L-inference. A cut of the form (2) is needed in order to derive
(→ L) from (→ L)◦ . In fact, if we consider a purely implicational system and give
(→ L)◦ the multi-ary form
Γ ⊢ A1 . . . Γ ⊢ An
Γ, A1 → (. . . (An → B) . . .) ⊢ B ,

(3)

then we have full cut elimination, as remarked by Avron [1].3 It is immediately obvious
that weak cut elimination implies the subformula principle, as the cut formula A in
(2) is contained in an implication B → A which is introduced by means of (→ L)◦ and
therefore belongs to Γ. The weak cut elimination property for SC◦ can be extracted
from the consideration of natural-deduction calculi with rules of higher levels as investigated in [9, 10] of which SC◦ is a sequent-style translation ([11, 13]). Alternatively, it
can be proved directly. The simplest argument in the present context is the following:
We translate the given derivation in SC◦ into one in SC, then eliminate cuts there,
and then translate the resulting derivation in SC back into SC◦ . This backwards
translation only creates cuts of the form (2).
Our reason for suggesting (→ L)◦ is that this schema is conceptually more elementary and more plausible than the standard schema (→ L). It is based on the idea that
an implication A → B expresses a rule, namely the rule which allows one to pass over
from A to B. Assuming the rule A → B gives us a reason to move from the assertion
A to the assertion B. This implications-as-rules interpretation is a natural way of
interpreting implication in natural deduction. In fact, the system SC◦ can be viewed
as a translation of this view from natural deduction into the sequent calculus.
3

Avron also remarks that (→ L) is a way of avoiding the multi-ary character of this schema, which
cannot be effected by means of (→ L)◦ alone (if conjunction is not available).
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In natural deduction, the implications-as-rules view reads modus ponens as application of a rule, i.e.
A→B
B

A

as

A→B

A
B .

(4)

This is made fully explicit in a system with assumption rules, in which rules A ⇒ B
are distinguished notationally from implications A → B, and in which implications
A → B are formally reduced to rules A ⇒ B by explicit introduction and elimination
inferences, where the elimination inferences take a generalized form (see [13] and the
references therein). As far as standard natural deduction with modus ponens as the
→ elimination schema is concerned, the implications-as-rules view is an interpretation
of implication which as its natural sequent-style counterpart has the system SC◦ with
(→ L)◦ as → left schema.
Even if the subformula property is preserved, giving up full cut elimination in favour
of the implications-as-rules view as a conceptually plausible interpretation of implication makes sense only if the interpretation of implication underlying the traditional
(→ L) schema is less plausible or less elementary than the implications-as-rules view.
If we use (4) as a way of representing modus ponens, we can display the translation
of applications of (→ L)◦ and (→ L) into natural deduction as follows, where D ′1 and
D′2 are natural-deduction translations of the corresponding subderivations D1 and D2 ,
respectively4 :
D1
Γ⊢A
(→ L)◦
Γ, A → B ⊢ B

translates into

D′1
A
A→B
B

(5)

D′1
D1
D2
A
A→B
(6)
B
Γ ⊢ A ∆, B ⊢ C
(→ L)
′
translates
into
D2
Γ, ∆, A → B ⊢ C
C .
Using this representation, in the first case, the application of A → B is used to continue
the derivation D ′1 from A to B, whereas in the second case, the application of A → B
is used to link together the derivation D ′1 of A with the derivation D′2 of C from
B. Therefore we may speak of the implications-as-links interpretation as underlying
the (→ L) schema of the standard sequent calculus SC, in contradistinction to the
implications-as-rules view underlying the modified system SC◦ .
This representation makes it also plausible, why in the interpretation-as-links interpretation we have full cut elimination. The situation, in which cut elimination can fail
under the implications-as-rules intepretation is a situation, in which the cut formula is
4

As common in proof theory, formulas or sequents above and below script letters belong (as assumptions or conclusions) to the derivations denoted by the script letters.
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a conclusion of an implication introduced in the last step. However, this is exactly the
situation, where in the translation (6) the derivations
D ′1
A
A→B
B

and

B
D ′2
C

are joined.
From this point of view, the schema (→ L) implicitly contains a form of cut with the
cut formula B, since the linking of D ′1 and D′2 by means of A → B can be split up into
the application of A → B as a rule yielding B, plus the identification of this B with the
assumption B of D ′2 , which corresponds to a cut. This cut is made explicit when only
the implications-as-rules interpretation is available. This gives the implications-as-rules
interpretation a philosophical advantage, as it is more elementary. The implicationsas-links interpretation is more complex, as it adds to the implications-as-rules interpretation a weak version of cut.
That some sort of cut is contained in the implications-as-links view can also be seen
from the fact that (→ L) can be used to enforce cut by just adding a trivial implication.
By introducing A → A on the left side of the turnstile, we obtain cut with cut formula
A:
(→ L)

Γ ⊢ A ∆, A ⊢ C
.
Γ, ∆, A → A ⊢ C

(7)

This cannot be achieved by means of (→ L)◦ without using weak cut (i.e., an inference
figure of form (2)). Under the implications-as-rules view the trivial assumption A → A
has no power at all. In the implications-as-links view an implication carries more than
the licence to pass from one formula to another.5
We have proposed (→ L)◦ as an alternative left introduction schema for → . More
precisely, we have split up Gentzen’s schema (→ L) into the more elementary schema
(→ L)◦ plus a weak version of cut, which does not destroy the subformula principle.
Admittedly, we relied on plausibility considerations to motivate (→ L)◦ , appealing to
the interpretation of implications as rules. This interpretation of implication is not
mandatory. However, it is very elementary, given that the notion of a rule is a primitive
notion used to describe reasoning, actions and events at a very basic level. To us it
is more plausible than the implications-as-links interpretation underlying (→ L). Even
though, literally speaking, as speech acts, rules are not statements or sentences, one
5

This means that in the presence of (→ L), the power of cut (beyond what is already contained in
(→ L)) only consists in allowing to eliminate trivial assumptions:
Γ, A → A ⊢ C
.
Γ⊢C
For a discussion of cut in this sense in a λ-calculus setting see [2].
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may look at implications as a sort of ‘frozen’ rules (see [6], p. 78 [English translation
p. 70]) that are put into action in a certain way: When a rule is assumed, it permits
us to move from one statement to another, and, conversely, when we have shown that
we may move from one statement to another, we have established a rule.
Gentzen himself motivated his sequent calculus essentially by technical considerations, as a means to prove his Hauptsatz (see [4], p. 191 [English translation p. 83]).
For that purpose SC is better suited than SC◦ . However, as there are good reasons
to interpret the sequent calculus as a conceptual achievement in its own right (see
[12]) rather than only as a technical device or as a sort of ‘metacalculus’ of natural
deduction (see [8], p. 90), it is definitely appropriate to look for philosophically more
plausible variants of its inference schemata independently of the question of cut elimination. This holds even more as one of the main corrollaries of cut elimination, the
subformula principle, continues to hold for our alternative system, even though full cut
elimination is lost. Something similar holds for the principles (I) – (III) mentioned at
the beginning of this article. Whereas (I) and (II) can be given good semantic arguments, essentially based on the idea of a stepwise introduction of new constants and
the locality of meaning, (III) is by far not so plausible.
We emphasize again that our considerations hold for the intuitionistic system only.
For a symmetric system with more than one formula in the succedent, the situation is
different. There one can even argue that (→ L) (or the classical schema corresponding
to it) is most appropriate (see [14]). However, in this case we might question that
→ is a genuine notion of implication at all and not just an operator defined in terms
of negation and disjunction or conjunction. In any case it is not comparable to the
intuitionistic concept of implication.6
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We have not discussed features corresponding to (→ L)◦ and to weak cut elimination in natural
deduction. For that one has to discuss generalized elimination inferences, in which the interpretation
of implications as rules is appropriately framed (see [13] and the references therein). The investigations
reported here have been developed on the background of the implications-as-rules interpretation put
forward by the author since 1981, and by carrying over some of their ideas from natural deduction
to the sequent calculus (see [1, 11]). Negri and von Plato [7] (p. 184) mention the rule (→ L)◦ as a
sequent calculus rule corresponding to modus ponens, followed by a counterexample to cut analogous
to (1), which is based on implication only. This counterexample shows again that for cut elimination
in the implicational system the multi-ary form (3) of (→ L)◦ considered in [1] and the corresponding
forms of rule introduction in the antecedent considered in [11] and [5] are really needed. From a
different point of view, Tesconi [15] considers a sequent calculus with a restricted form of cut, which
is different from our weak cut in the sense of (2), but which also satisfies the subformula principle.
Work in progress by Jean Fichot and the author investigates the precise relationship between standard
natural deduction and SC◦ in a λ-calculus setting.
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